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Abstract: We discuss a method for extracting CP phases from pairs of B decays which are related by flavor SU (3) . One decay (B 0 → M 1 M 2 ) receives a significant b →d penguin contribution. The second (
2 ) has a significantb →s penguin contribution, but is dominated by a single amplitude. CP phase information is obtained using the fact that the
amplitude is related by SU(3) to a piece of the B 0 → M 1 M 2 amplitude. The leading-order SU(3)-breaking effect (∼ 25%) responsible for the main theoretical error can be removed. For some decay pairs, it can be written in terms of known decay constants. In other cases, it involves a ratio of form factors. However, this form-factor ratio can either be measured experimentally, or eliminated by considering a double ratio of amplitudes. In all cases, one is left only with a second-order effect, ∼ 5%. We find twelve pairs of B decays to which this method can be applied. Depending on the pair, we estimate the total theoretical error in relating the B ′ → M 
Introduction
Within the standard model (SM), CP violation arises because of a complex phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix. This phase information can be encoded in the so-called unitarity triangle, whose interior angles are known as α, β and γ [1] . The independent measurement of each of these CP angles will overconstrain the unitarity triangle, thereby testing the SM. One can perform further tests of the SM by measuring these angles in many different ways. With this in mind, numerous methods, usually involving B decays, have been proposed for measuring the CP phases [2] . In general, these techniques suffer from some degree of theoretical error due to the hadronic uncertainty in B decays. Some methods are quite clean, i.e. they have little theoretical uncertainty (e.g. the extraction of β in B 0 d (t) → J/ψK S ), while others have considerable hadronic uncertainty. Obviously, the most interesting strategies are those which have as small a theoretical error as possible.
One class of methods relies on flavor SU(3) symmetry [3] . Under this symmetry, the quarks u, d and s all are placed in the same multiplet. As a result, many particles are related by SU (3) 1 , including π's and K's, B (3) . Unfortunately, all of these methods suffer from hadronic uncertainties due to the breaking of the SU(3) symmetry, typically O(m s /Λ QCD ) ∼ 25%. In order to obtain precise CP phase information from a given method, this theoretical error must be reduced. For example, in some techniques, the leading-order SU(3) breaking can be cast as the ratio of (measured) decay constants, leaving a theoretical uncertainty at the level of second-order SU(3) breaking.
Recently, we proposed two new methods, based on SU(3), for obtaining CP phases. The measurements of B [5] . In both cases, we argued that the leading-order SU(3) breaking is under control. In Ref. [4] this is because a double ratio is used, so that the leading-order SU(3)-breaking effect cancels. In Ref. [5] , SU(3) breaking is due mainly to the ratio of decay constants, f Ds /f D , which is known quite precisely in lattice gauge theory. (If one is reluctant to use this input, one can instead use a double ratio, as in Ref. [4] .) The upshot is that the remaining theoretical error is at the level of a second-order effect, ∼ 5%.
The purpose of the present paper is to further explore these techniques As we will show, they are essentially the same method. Furthermore, one can apply this method to other pairs of B decays -the size of the theoretical error depends on the particular decays considered.
The basic idea of the method is the following. The amplitude for a B 0 → M 1 M 2 decay with a significantb →d penguin contribution can be written A u V * ub V ud + A c V * cb V cd + A t V * tb V td = (A u − A t )V * ub V ud + (A c − A t )V * cb V cd , where we have used the unitarity of the CKM matrix to eliminate the V * tb V td term. It has been shown that one cannot obtain clean CKM phase information from the measurement of such a decay -one always needs (at least) one piece of theoretical input [6] . Now consider a second decay B ′ → M t ) and (A c − A t ) may not be exactly equal in the SU(3) limit. And second, there will necessarily be some SU(3) breaking in relating the two amplitudes. In order to minimize this theoretical error, one must choose the two decays carefully.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the method in considerably more detail. We show that, because of CKM unitarity, one can extract either α or γ. The next two sections are somewhat more technical. The reader who wishes to skip these details can move directly to Section 5. In Section 3 we examine which pairs of decays are useful for this method. We choose decay pairs for which (A ′ c − A ′ t ) and (A c − A t ) are exactly related in the SU(3) limit or are related by SU(3) provided certain small amplitudes can be neglected. We find twelve such pairs. The next step is to estimate the SU(3) breaking for each of these pairs. This is done in Section 4 using large N c QCD and QCD factorization [7] . We summarize and discuss our findings in Section 5. In all cases, although the size of SU (3) breaking is about 25%, we argue that the theoretical uncertainty can be reduced to the level of a second-order effect, ∼ 5%. In some cases, this comes about because the leading-order SU (3) breaking is given by a (known) ratio of decay constants. In the other cases, the SU(3) breaking involves an unknown ratio of form factors. We show that, for many decay pairs, this ratio can be measured. Failing this, one can reduce the SU(3) theoretical uncertainty by using a double ratio of amplitudes. Depending on the pair of B decays chosen, and how one combines the various theoretical uncertainties, the total theoretical error in relating the B ′ → M ′ 1 M ′ 2 and B 0 → M 1 M 2 amplitudes is between 5% and 15%. We find that our method is most promising for three decay pairs: B 
(This is essentially an update of Ref. [8] .) We conclude in Section 7.
Extraction of CP Phases: General Case
In this section, we describe the method for obtaining CP phase information in as general terms as possible. We do not refer to specific decays here; these are studied in the next section.
Method I
Consider a neutral B 
where
cb V cd |, and we have explicitly written the strong phases δ ut and δ ct , as well as the weak phase γ. In passing from the first line to the second, we have used the unitarity of the CKM matrix, 
The time-dependent measurement of B 0 (t) → M 1 M 2 allows one to obtain the three observables
2)
It is useful to define a fourth observable:
3)
The quantity a R is not independent of the other three observables:
Thus, one can obtain a R from measurements of B, a dir and a I , up to a sign ambiguity. The three independent observables depend on five theoretical parameters: A ut , A ct , δ, β, γ. Therefore one cannot obtain CP phase information from these measurements [6] . However, one can partially solve the equations to obtain
Thus, assuming that 2β is known from the measurement of CP violation in B 0 d (t) → J/ψK S , we could obtain γ if we knew the value of A ct .
Consider now a decay
involving ab →s penguin. We refer to this as the "partner process." This decay is related by SU(3) symmetry to 
In writing the last line, we have taken
That is, the partner process is assumed to be dominated by a single amplitude. This assumption contributes only a small theoretical error, at the percent level. Thus, the measurement of the rate for
. We now make the SU(3) assumption that
where λ = 0.22 is the Cabibbo angle. Combined with the relation in Eq. (2.5), this allows one to extract γ. The theoretical uncertainty in this method is essentially given by the degree to which Eq. (2.7) is violated. This can occur in two ways. First, even in the SU(3) limit, one might have λA ′ ct /A ct = 1. We will only consider pairs of decays for which this error is small, at most ∼ 5%. Second, there are SU(3)-breaking effects in Eq. (2.7). For a given set of decays, the size of this error can be estimated -we expect it to be of first order in SU(3) breaking, O(m s /Λ QCD ) ∼ 25%. As we will see, for certain pairs of B decays, this breaking can be expressed in terms of a ratio of decay constants. If these decay constants are known, then the leading-order SU (3) breaking is under control, leaving an unknown second-order effect of ∼ 5%. In this case, the assumption of Eq. (2.7) allows one to obtain CKM phase information with a reasonably small theoretical error. (This is the method described to obtain γ from B 0
In what follows, we will refer to this as Method I.
There is an alternative, equivalent way to describe this method. Consider again the amplitude for
If CKM unitarity is used to instead eliminate the V * cb V cd term, one has 8) where
In this parametrization the three independent observables measured in
It is therefore still not possible to obtain CP phase information from these measurements. However, one can express
If we knew A tc we could extract α. Using the logic described above, we consider the partner decay
The measurement of the branching ratio for
Writing γ = π − α − β, and assuming that β has been measured, one can extract α from Eq. (2.9). Based on the above discussion, it appears that, depending on which parametrization of the amplitudes is used, one can extract either γ or α. However, these are equivalent. In both cases, we assume that β is known. Since α+β +γ = π, knowledge of one of α or γ allows one to derive the other angle. This simply reflects the fact that the three CP phases are not independent. (In Ref. [6] , this is referred to as the "CKM ambiguity.")
Method II
One can remove the leading-order SU(3)-breaking effect as follows. Consider a second decay The time-dependent measurement of B 0 (t) → M 1 M 2 allows one to obtain a R , a I and B, analogous to the observables in B 0 (t) → M 1 M 2 . We then have
As before, given an independent measurement of 2β, the knowledge of A ct / A ct would allow us to obtain γ. This information can be obtained by considering a second partner process, 
14)
The measurement of the rate for
provides the information necessary to obtain γ from Eq. (2.13).
Because we rely on a double ratio, we expect a significant cancellation of the SU(3)-breaking effects. For example, this occurs in decays where the leading-order SU(3) breaking is expressible in terms of decay constants. In this case, the decay constants cancel in Eq. (2.15) for particular pairs of processes, leaving only a secondorder correction of ∼ 5%. In the more general case, where SU(3) breaking involves also form factors, there is no proof that the leading-order SU(3)-breaking effect cancels in the double ratio. However, it is intuitively reasonable and this cancellation, under certain conditions, can be demonstrated for particular final states. In general significant cancellation of SU (3) 
The measurement of the rate for 
We describe the method for the parametrization of Eq. (2.8). As we will see below, the CP phase α can be extracted. This is equivalent to the method in which γ is obtained, assuming that β is known.
One now must consider separately the two decays
(2.19)
As before, one can extract the following observables from the time-dependent measurements of these decays: B, a dir , a I , a R , B,ã dir , a I and a R . With a bit of algebra, one can derive the following expression [4] :
where This provides the theoretical input necessary to obtain α from Eq. (2.20). As before, the leading-order SU(3)-breaking effect cancels in the double ratio, so that the net theoretical error is a second-order effect.
We have therefore shown that it is possible to extract CP phase information from time-dependent measurements of the decays
The above discussion has been completely general; in the next section we turn to an examination of the specific decays to which this method can be applied.
Specific Decays
Here we examine the decays to which the method described in the previous section can be applied. The first step is to find neutral B 0 → M 1 M 2 decays involving ab →d penguin amplitude, with the condition that both B 0 and B 0 mesons can decay to
Such decays are straightforward to tabulate. They are:
In all cases the final state is written in terms of pseudoscalars (P's) only. However, it is understood that either or both of the final-state particles can be vector mesons (V's). In the case of two vector mesons, there are three helicity states; each of these can be considered as a separate final state.
Recall that we require either that the final state be a CP eigenstate (Methods I and II), or that the B 0 be able to decay to both M 1 M 2 and M 1 M 2 (Method II ′ ). As written, the B 0 s decays above do not satisfy either of these conditions because of the presence of the 'K 0 ' in the final state. (As noted above, this is to be understood as either a P or a V.) In order to apply our methods to these decays, this particle must be a K S if it is a pseudoscalar. If the final-state particle is aK * 0 , it must be detected via its decay to K S π 0 .
In Eq. (3.1), η s corresponds to a pure (ss) quark pair. In practice, if the (ss) hadronizes as a pseudoscalar, it will be found as either an η or η ′ meson, both of which also have significant (uū) and (dd) components [9] . As a result, in decays involving an η or η
are not really related by SU(3), and our method does not apply. It is therefore better to consider the vector meson φ which is a pure (ss) quark state to a very good approximation.
The second step is to find partner processes (3) symmetry, which involve ab →s penguin amplitude. This is more complicated, as there are several possibilities.
Consider first the decay
, which receives contributions from ab → dcc penguin amplitude. Under SU(3), the d, s and u quarks are treated on an equal footing. Therefore there are three possible candidate partner processes for this decay. Theb →d penguin amplitude is changed to ab →s amplitude, and one considers three different flavors for the spectator quark:
The remaining five decays in Eq. (3.1) all involve the decay of ab quark into light quarks. Since all three light quarks are equivalent under SU(3), the potential partner processes are given by a B 
Now, recall that one of the requirements of the method is that the partner process be dominated by a single amplitude. Unfortunately, the decays B
0 above receive significant contributions from both tree andb →s penguin amplitudes. Thus, they are not dominated by a single amplitude, and do not satisfy the above requirement. Therefore, they cannot be used as partner processes in our method.
(On the other hand, we note that Ref. [10] uses U-spin symmetry to relate
Here it is assumed that direct CP violation is measured in the partner process. With the assumption of U-spin symmetry, one can extract γ. It has been argued that the SU(3)-breaking corrections in this approach may be sizeable [11] . However, this occurs if annihilation contributions are large, which is not the naive expectation. We discuss the SU(3)-breaking effects in such contributions in Sec. 4.7.) Most pairs of decays (B 0 → M 1 M 2 and its partner process) have not been studied, but there are a few exceptions. As already noted, we have examined B + has been studied in Ref. [8] . In the remainder of this section, we will examine all B 0 → M 1 M 2 decays, along with their potential partner processes, to see which can be used to obtain CP phase information with our method. At this stage the goal is simply to find pairs of processes in which the amplitudes A ct and λA ′ ct (or, equivalently, A tc and λA ′ tc ) are equal in the SU(3) limit; SU(3) breaking will be studied in the next section.
Within SU(3), all B 0 → M 1 M 2 decays can be expressed in terms of a small number of matrix elements. This is equivalent to a description in terms of diagrams [13, 14] . Including electroweak penguin contributions (EWP's), there are eight main contributing diagrams: (1) a color-favored tree amplitude T , (2) a color-suppressed tree amplitude C, (3) a gluonic penguin amplitude P , (4) an exchange amplitude E, (5) an annihilation amplitude A, (6) a penguin annihilation amplitude P A, (7) a color-favored electroweak penguin amplitude P EW , and (8) a color-suppressed electroweak penguin amplitude P C EW . Forb →dqq andb →sqq (q = u, d, s), we write the diagrams with no primes and primes, respectively. Forb →dcc andb →scc, we write the diagrams with tildes and tildes plus primes, respectively. We will express all amplitudes in terms of these diagrams.
Pairs of decays whose amplitudes are the same, except for primes, are equal in the SU(3) limit. Any difference in the amplitudes for a pair of decays will lead to a theoretical error. To estimate this error, a useful rule of thumb is the approximate sizes of the various diagrams [14] . Forb →dqq processes (q = u, d, s), they are
while forb →sqq transitions (q = u, d, s), one has
In the above,λ ∼ 20%. There are a variety of sources for these suppressions: (1) CKM matrix elements: e.g. (2) loop factors: e.g. all penguin and electroweak penguin diagrams arise at loop level, (3) color suppression: e.g. C is smaller than T by a factor of aboutλ, (4) m t : although electroweak penguin amplitudes are smaller than penguin contributions by a factor of α/α s , their numerical importance is enhanced by a factor of m (5) exchangeand annihilation-type diagrams are suppressed by f B /m B ∼λ 2 . Putting all these suppression factors together, most of which are reflected in the Wilson coefficients for the various operators, one arrives at the hierarchies above. We stress that we have implicitly assumed that the ratios of matrix elements do not differ significantly from unity. Thus these sizes are to be taken as rough estimates only.
Note that, for bothb →d andb →s transitions, the exchange and annihilation contributions are expected to be quite small. However, in some approaches to hadronic B decays, such amplitudes may be chirally enhanced if there are pseudoscalars in the final state [7, 16] . On the other hand, such chiral enhancements are not present for vector-vector final states. Ultimately, the size of exchange and annihilation diagrams is an experimental question, and can be tested by the measurement of decays such as
while those of the potential partner processes are
The amplitudes for the remaining five B 0 → M 1 M 2 decays in Eq. (3.1) are given by
The amplitudes for the six potential partner processes are
For each of the decays in Eq. (3.8), we wish to find the process(es) in Eq. (3.9) whose amplitude is equal in the SU(3) limit. However, recall that we are comparing A ct and λA Finally, we have noted that, for both the decay and its partner process, either or both of the final-state mesons can be a pseudoscalar or a vector. However, one has to be careful if PV states are used. Within QCD factorization [7] , which we use to calculate SU(3) breaking in Sec. 4, one of the final-state mesons comes directly from the decay of the B, while the other is produced from the vacuum. If the "vacuum meson" for the decay is a P, but is a V for the partner process (or vice-versa), then the two decays are not related by SU(3). The reason is that the two processes receive contributions from different operators. For example, those operators responsible for chiral enhancement affect the production of a P from the vacuum, but not a V. Thus, although the decay and its partner process are related by SU(3) at the quark level, they are not related at the meson level.
We consider each of the B 0 → M 1 M 2 decays in turn, labeling each of the subsections by the decay in Eq. (3.1).
in that its largest decay component is ab → ccd tree amplitude T . Referring to Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7), we note that the amplitude for
only by the diagrams E and P A. A theoretical error is incurred in neglecting these contributions due to the fact that | E/ T | ∼ 5% and | P A/ T | ∼ 1%. The decay
except that one has to neglect in addition the A ′ piece. However, since it is proportional to V * ub V us , A ′ is expected to be tiny. Thus, all decays can be used as partner processes within our method, though there is a theoretical error of ∼ 5% coming from the amplitudes if
None of the amplitudes in Eq. (3.9) is a perfect match for the amplitude of B
. Of the six potential partner processes, four receive contributions from P ′ EW , which is not small: |P
. Thus, if any of these decays is used as the partner process, the theoretical error will be at least ∼ 20%. Note that there is a possible loophole here. The EWP contribution to three of the four potential partner processes is actually (1/3)P
, which is not that large. Thus, these decays could perhaps be used as partner processes. However, this could easily be spoiled by a large ratio of matrix elements, and so we do not consider these decays as partner processes. However, the remaining two decays can be used as partner processes. In the SU(3) limit the difference in the amplitudes of B 0
+ is slightly worse: there are additional differences of |A ′ /P ′ | ∼ 1% and |P A/P | ∼ 5%. Thus, both of these decays can be used as partner processes, incurring a small theoretical error due to amplitude differences in the SU(3) limit.
The decay B 
, is a reasonable match, but not perfect. If it is used as a partner process, there is a theoretical error due to amplitude differences at the level of |A ′ /P ′ | ∼ 1% and |P A/P | ∼ 5%. 
0 which is proportional to V * ub V us . However, both P A and C ′ are expected to be small: referring to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), we see that both |P A/P | and |C ′ /P ′ | are expected to be ∼ 5%. Because C ′ is very small, the requirement that the partner process be dominated by a single decay amplitude is satisfied.
Thus, we can apply our method to the decays B
, incurring a theoretical uncertainty of ∼ 10% due to the difference of the amplitudes. Since we know that the VV final state must be used for this particular pair of decays, from now on we will refer to them as B
Thus, the only decay in Eq. (3.9) that can be considered as a partner process is B
For the other decays, the theoretical error due to the amplitude differences is at the level of |P EW /P | ∼ |P
, the theoretical error is only ∼ 5% due to the neglect of the C ′ amplitude.
can in principle be either a pseudoscalar or a vector. However, if it is a P, then, as explained earlier, the decay B
Since this particle is a pseudoscalar meson in one case, but a vector meson in the other, different operators are involved and the two decays are not related by SU(3). Thus, the vector-vector final states must be used for both the decay and partner process. Henceforth we refer to this pair of decays as B As discussed previously, the (ss) state is best viewed as a vector φ meson in our method. In addition, as was the case for B 0 s →K 0 π 0 , the final-state K-meson must be aK * 0 , detected via its decay to K S π 0 . From now on we will therefore refer to these decays via their VV final states.
SU(3) Breaking
We have found twelve pairs of decays to which our method can be applied. They are
In all cases there is a theoretical error at the percent level due to the neglect of the V * ub V us term in the partner process. Some pairs of decays have an additional theoretical error due to neglecting certain diagrams. For all of the above decay pairs, this error is at the level ofλ 2 or less [Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)].
The main source of theoretical error is SU(3) breaking. In the following subsections, we examine the size of SU(3) breaking in each of the six classes above.
Throughout we ignore SU(3) breaking in annihilation and exchange amplitudes. There are two reasons for this. First, in most cases, the partner process is related to the principal decay only if annihilation/exchange diagrams are neglected. In this situation, SU(3) breaking in such contributions is irrelevant. Second, even if the decay pairs are perfectly related in the SU(3) limit, including annihilation/exchange diagrams, there are no reliable theoretical methods for estimating the size of such contributions. As a result, the size of SU(3) breaking is also unreliable. Thus, our estimates of SU(3) breaking exclude annihilation and exchange amplitudes. However, we discuss these in greater detail in Sec. 4.7.
There are three possible partner processes to
0 . We refer to the three pairs of decays, in this order, as pair "a", "b" and "c". All amplitudes are dominated by the tree contributions. The penguin and electroweak penguin diagrams are smaller than the tree diagrams: the ratios P / T , etc. are ∼ 25% or smaller. Thus, SU(3) breaking originates mainly in the ratio T ′ / T in Eq. 2.7 -the SU(3)-breaking contribution from the penguin amplitudes is of higher order. Factorization has been used to study B → D ( * )D( * ) decays [17] , and it has been found that experiments are consistent with the factorization predictions. We will therefore use factorization to estimate the SU(3) breaking in the various decay pairs.
We begin by calculating T and T ′ within factorization. These are generated by two terms in the effective Hamiltonian [18] :
where N c represents the number of colors. The form factor F B→M 0 for a B → M transition is defined through [19] 
The size of SU(3)-breaking for the three decays pairs is given by the deviation from unity of
Note that the form factor F (3) limit, the SU(3) breaking can be calculated in chiral perturbation theory and may not be small [20] . Thus, it may be better to use
For pairs "b" and "c", the leading SU(3)-breaking effect is the ratio of decay constants, f Ds /f D . This ratio has been calculated on the lattice: f Ds /f D = 1.22±0.04 [21] . Using this value, the error due to leading-order SU(3) breaking is quite small.
Although factorization has been shown to apply to B → D ( * )D( * ) decays [17] , it is also important to consider SU (3) 
B
The two potential partner processes to B
In order to estimate the size of SU(3) breaking in these pairs of decays, we must calculate matrix elements for nonleptonic B decays. We use QCD factorization [7] to do this. In this framework, all amplitudes are calculated in the m b → ∞ limit. The corrections are then O(1/m b ). In this subsection, we present this in some detail; the description in subsequent subsections is more cursory.
The starting point for the calculation of hadronic B matrix elements is the SM effective hamiltonian for B decays [18] :
where the superscript u, c, t indicates the internal quark, and q can be either a d or s quark. The operators O q i are defined as
where R(L) = 1 ± γ 5 , and q ′ is summed over u, d, s. O 2 and O 1 are the tree-level and QCD-corrected operators, respectively. O 3−6 are the strong gluon-induced penguin operators, and operators O 7−10 are due to γ and Z exchange (electroweak penguins), and "box" diagrams at loop level. The values of the various Wilson coefficients (WC's) are given by [18] We will split the contribution to the decay amplitudes in QCD factorization into a factorizable piece and a nonfactorizable piece. This latter part includes the hard spectator interactions and annihilation-type contributions which are formally suppressed by 1/m b . We should point out that it is possible that there are additional nonfactorizable contribution to nonleptonic decays, of order Λ QCD /m b , which are missed in the QCD factorization approach [23] . However the size and methods to calculate such contributions remain a contentious issue and so we will not include them in our estimates of the amplitudes. In any event, the SU(3) breaking from these terms is suppressed by the heavy b-quark mass, and will be small.
We write the general amplitudes A s,d forb →s andb →d penguin processes as (3) breaking. We will use Eq. (4.11) to estimate SU(3) breaking from nonfactorizable corrections.
In order to identify the sources of SU(3) breaking, we note that the factorizable contributions to B s →K are form factors, while the integrals represent the hadronization of quarks into a π or a K 0 . The quantities φ π,K are the pion and kaon light cone distributions (LCD's), which can be expanded in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials C 3/2 n as follows [24] :
where the Gegenbauer moments a M 2n are multiplicatively renormalized, change slowly with µ, and vanish as µ → ∞. The pion LCD is symmetric under x → 1 − x because of isospin symmetry. For the kaon the antisymmetric part of the LCD arises from SU(3) breaking. That is, it is the presence of the antisymmetric piece at scale µ ∼ m b , proportional to odd powers of (2x−1), which will generate SU(3) corrections from the final-state kaons.
In what follows, we denote B Following the notation in Ref. [7] the amplitudes for all three decays can be explicitly written as:
(4.14) (3) breaking: (i) π vs. K hadronization. This is represented by differences between the a iK and a iπ , which is related to differences in the π and K LCD's; (ii) the difference in form factors; (iii) differences in the chiral enhancement factors r , we see that to a very good approximationã Kπ ≈ 1. The recent measurement of the pion LCD at µ 2 ∼ 10 GeV 2 [25] shows that the pion LCD is extremely close to its asymptotic form, φ π (x) ∼ x(1 − x). (Note that isospin symmetry requires only that the pion LCD be symmetric, not asymptotic.) This suggests that, at the scale µ ∼ m b , the LCD's of the light mesons K and K * are probably also very close to their asymptotic form, i.e. symmetric under the interchange x ↔ 1 − x. Allowing for SU(3) breaking in the kaon LCD we will take the first Gegenbauer moment to be equal to α K 1 = 0.2 ± 0.02 [11] . The maximum SU(3) breaking then corresponds tõ a Kπ = 0.973, and is only 3%.
One can also consider the vector-vector decays
In this case the corresponding value forã K * ρ isã K * ρ = 0.963, which is only a 4% SU(3) breaking. Note that the SU(3) breaking in the K and K * LCD's from α
is very similar: model calculations find the antisymmetric piece to be equal at the level of ∼ 10% [24] .
It is clear from the above discussion that the SU(3) breaking in the meson LCD's is small. Henceforth we will neglect these corrections and assume the asymptotic form for the LCD's of the various mesons. We can therefore write
In the second line, we have assumed that the B We now turn to the nonfactorizable contributions. An example of such an effect is the correction due to hard gluon exchange between the spectator quark and the energetic quarks of the emitted meson. We can parametrize these corrections as
depends on the final state and cannot be calculated as it suffers from endpoint divergences that will eventually be smoothed out by unknown soft physics. In the approach of Ref. [7] , the divergent piece is regulated by an unknown parameter which is then assumed to be within a certain range. Here we adopt this same method.
We can now estimate the size of nonfactorizable SU(3) breaking in the pairs of processes "a" and "b":
There are two sources of SU (3) (3) breaking) is somewhat larger than the estimate using the approach in Ref. [7] .) The second comes from the initial state. This SU(3) breaking, z i , is given by
In a simple model one can write f Bq = µ 
The calculation of Ref. [7] indicates that the hard spectator correction is small, typically about 10% or less in the decays we are considering. Combined with the fact that we expect (
total above, we find that the SU(3) corrections from the hard spectator corrections are ∼ 3%, which is quite small.
We therefore conclude that, to the extent that exchange-and annihilation-type topologies are unimportant, the principal SU(3)-breaking effect in B [4] . Following the analysis of the previous section we estimate the SU(3) breaking in this pair of decays to be
(4.27)
Since the final states are the same for both decays, there is no SU(3) breaking due to decay constants.
In the case of second pair of decay processes, B 
(4.28)
Since in this case we are dealing with vector-vector final states, we have to consider specific helicity states. In the linear polarization basis there are three independent polarization amplitudes. They are A 0 (longitudinal amplitude) and A ,⊥ (two transverse amplitudes). Ignoring small differences in the WC's for the two processes, the SU(3)-breaking term for a given polarization state λ = 0, ⊥, is given by for the process B → V 1 V 2 are given as [26] :
, where k 1,2 and m 1,2 are the momenta and the masses of the vector mesons V 1,2 . The parameters
These quantities depend on the form factors V (2) and A
1,2 , and on the decay constant of V 1 , g V 1 . These are defined as follows.
A B → V i transition is described by the four form factors
0,1,2 [19] :
where q = p − k i . Although the values of these form factors are model-dependent, the number of independent form factors can be reduced if the dominant contribution to the form factors comes from soft gluon interactions between the quarks inside the mesons. In this case, in the limit m b → ∞ and E V → ∞, one has the following relations between the vector form factors [27] :
From this we see that the form factors A 1,2 and V are expressible in terms of two form factors ζ ⊥, . Moreover, we see that the difference between ζ and ζ ⊥ is suppressed by m V /E V . Coupled with the fact that model calculations indicate that ζ ∼ ζ ⊥ , we can assume that ζ = ζ ⊥ for the purpose of calculating SU(3) breaking.
The decay constant of a vector mesons is defined by m V g V ǫ * µ ∼ V (p, ǫ)| J µ |0 . However, the size of the polarization vector ǫ * µ differs for different polarizations: for transverse polarization ǫ ∼ 0(1), while for longitudinal polarization ǫ ∼ E V /m V . This must be taken into account when evaluating the
Putting all of the above information together, we can obtain expressions for 
The SU(3)-breaking effects for the different polarization states are then given as 
(4.38)
Using the expressions given in the previous subsection, this yields
We see that here the SU(3)-breaking term depends on form factors, as well as decay constants and vector-meson masses. 
(4.42)
Annilation and Exchange Contributions
The amplitudes for most pairs of decays discussed previously are equal in the SU (3) limit only if annihilation-and exchange-type amplitudes are neglected. Thus, for these decays, it is unnecessary to consider SU(3) breaking in such contributions. Note that, as mentioned earlier, this assumption can be tested experimentally. If it turns out that such amplitudes are large, perhaps because of chiral enhancements, then one can use instead vector-vector final states for which annihilation and exchange contributions are expected to be small. There are, however, three pairs of decays whose amplitudes are equal in the SU ( 
(4.43)
Like the hard spectator corrections, the quantities X s,d
KK depend on the kaon LCD and are divergent because of missing soft contributions. Within the QCD factorization approach
where the divergent quantities X s,d are regulated as 
The total amount of SU (3) breaking clearly depends on the size of the annihilation contributions. If the annihilation terms are large -Ref. [16] estimates them to be ∼ 40% -then the SU(3) breaking due to such terms could be 10-15%.
Discussion
Our findings are summarized in Table 1 . There are six neutral B 0 → M 1 M 2 decays involving ab →d penguin amplitude in which both B 0 and B 0 mesons can decay to
For each of these decays, we list the potential partner processes
which receive a significantb →s penguin contribution and which are dominated by a single amplitude. There are a total of twelve decay pairs to which our methods can be applied. For each pair, there are two main sources of theoretical uncertainty. First, there is the "amplitude error," which corresponds to the error due to the neglect of certain diagrams, usually of exchange/annihilation type. These diagrams have been estimated to be at most O(λ 2 ) ∼ 5% of the leading decay amplitude [Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5)]. In most cases one diagram must be neglected, leading to an amplitude error of ∼ 5%. However, there are some decay pairs for which this error is zero (no diagrams neglected) or ∼ 10% (two diagrams neglected).
As noted earlier, in some approaches to hadronic B decays [7, 16] , diagrams corresponding to exchange/annihilation may be enhanced for final states involving pseudoscalars due to "chiral enhancement" factors such as those found in Eq. (4.17). If true -and this can be tested experimentally -then the amplitude errors given in Table 1 may be underestimated for certain decays. In this case, one can avoid chiral enhancements by considering only decays with vector-vector final states. For such decays, an angular analysis will be necessary to separate out the three different helicity states. Method I can then be applied to a single such state, while two helicity states are required for Method II.
The second source of theoretical uncertainty is the breaking of flavor SU(3) symmetry in the ratio of Eq. (2.7), which is expected to be O(m s /Λ QCD ) ∼ 25%.
Process Partner Process
Amp. Error SU(3) Breaking In order for our methods to be useful, this SU(3) uncertainty must be reduced. We have estimated the SU(3) breaking for each pair of decays, and it appears in the last column of Table 1 . For five decay pairs, the SU(3) breaking is given solely by a ratio of decay constants, sometimes multiplied by a function of (known) masses. Many of these decay constants have been measured experimentally. For pseudoscalars, we have f π = 131 MeV and f K = 160 MeV [1] ; for vectors, g ρ = 209 MeV, g K * = 218 MeV and g φ = 221 MeV [28] . The ratios f K /f π , g ρ /g K * and g φ /g K * are therefore all known, with small errors. There are also experimental values for another ratio, f Ds /f D , but the errors are huge [1] . Instead, one can take the value of this ratio from the lattice: f Ds /f D = 1.22 ± 0.04 [21] , which has a very small error. Thus, for the five decay pairs in which the leading SU(3)-breaking term is given by a ratio of decay constants, the unknown theoretical SU (3) (3) breaking is given by an expression involving form factors. Unfortunately, these form factors cannot be calculated yet in QCD, and so one must find a way of estimating them in order to reduce the size of SU (3) breaking. One way is to simply rely on model calculations. However, it is difficult to argue that the theoretical error is smaller than the canonical size of SU (3) breaking, ∼ 25%.
In some cases, the ratio of form factors can be measured using the partner processes. For example, the ratio of amplitudes for
. Thus, to a good approximation, the measurement of the rates for these processes allows us to measure the desired ratio of form factors. Similarly, F Another way to measure the ratio of form factors is to consider the heavy-quark limit m b,c → ∞. In this case, the ratio of form factors in B decays is related to a similar ratio in D decays. That is,
The D form-factor ratios can be measured in semileptonic D decays. The correction to the relation between B and D form factors is O(1/m b,c ). Most of the form-factor ratios in Table 1 can in principle be measured in this way.
If it is not possible to get information about the form-factor ratios using the above methods, one can reduce the error due to SU(3) breaking by using Method II. In this case one uses two decay pairs related by SU(3). The double ratio of decay amplitudes then provides the necessary input to extract CP-phase information.
Several decay pairs in Table 1 involve pseudoscalar final states. In applying Method II to these decays, it is tempting to take as the second decay pair the corresponding vector-vector decay. However, for B → light transition, this will not work well: there are no relations between B → P and and B → V form factors. Thus, though intuitively we expect some cancellation when we consider the double ratio of form factors, the amount of cancellation is model-dependent.
There are two exceptions to this. First, in B → heavy transitions all the B → P and B → V form factors can be expressed in terms of a single Isgur-Wise function in the m b,c → ∞ limit. Thus, for the decays B A similar correction will appear in the ratio of vector form factors. Indeed, using the QCD sum rule model of form factors, the initial-state correction is the same for both P and V form factors, so that it cancels in the double ratio. We therefore find that, to leading order, there is no SU(3) breaking in Method II [4] .
Apart from these two cases, Method II works best when two polarization states of the V V final state are used. For the remaining (B → light) decays, to the extent that Eq. (4.33) is valid, the three polarization amplitudes in the principal B → V V decay, as well as its partner process, are expressible in terms of a single universal form factor. Thus, all dependence on form factors vanishes in the double ratio, leaving only a theoretical uncertainty at the level of second-order SU(3) breaking. (Note: we have found that a ±30% difference in ζ and ζ ⊥ in Eq. (4.33) does not significantly affect the calculation of SU(3) breaking.)
However, several caveats must be pointed out. First, it is not certain that the assumptions behind the relations in Eq. (4.33) are valid. It is necessary to measure the form factors in semileptonic B decays to test the validity of Eq. (4.33). If these relations are not found to be valid, then, while we expect that much of the SU(3) breaking in the double ratio will cancel, this is not guaranteed by any symmetry principle. (However, such cancellations occur to varying degrees in most form-factor models.)
It is also possible to use Method II for decay pairs in which the main SU(3)-breaking uncertainty is due to decay constants. However, this is unnecessary, since the values of the decay constants are known.
It is clear that Method II will only apply to decays which have more than one polarization state. Thus, it will not apply to the decay B → ρ + ρ − , which has been found to be dominated by the longitudinal polarization [29] . On the other hand, the measurement of the polarization amplitudes in B 0 d → φK * indicates a sizeable transverse component [29] , so that Method II should be feasible in this case.
Finally, we address the question of which of the twelve B decay pairs is most promising for extracting CKM phase information. As noted earlier, for five pairs the leading theoretical uncertainty is given by a ratio of decay constants only, and is therefore already known. Of these, one pair -B In addition, the branching ratios for these decays are expected to be small, so these measurements will also take some time. The most promising applications of our methods therefore involve the remaining three decays. For one of these -B 
is SU(3) breaking, which is typically O(m s /Λ QCD ) ∼ 25%. We have given several ways of removing the leading-order SU(3) uncertainty. This leaves a second-order error of ∼ 5%. Depending on the decay pair chosen, and how one combines the various theoretical uncertainties, the theoretical error is between 5% and 15%. (This is basically an update of Ref. [8] .) As we will see, although the method is in principle feasible, the present experimental errors are too large to allow a determination of γ.
We define the CP asymmetries as follows: According to Method I, λA ′ ct is related to A ct . As shown earlier, the leading-order SU(3)-breaking effect is expressible in terms of decay constants only:
We now expand cos(2β + 2γ) and sin(2β + 2γ) in Eq. (6.3), and write cos 2γ = 1 − sin 2 2γ. This gives a quadratic equation for sin 2γ:
A sin 2 2γ +B sin 2γ +C = 0 , It is here that the theoretical error should be added. This error comes from the neglect of small diagrams, as well as SU (3) breaking. For the moment, we do not include any theoretical error; we comment on this below. For the CP asymmetries, we average the latest Belle and BaBar data [32] : A real value for sin 2γ is found only for D ππ < 0. However, we must include the errors on the various measurements. Considering only experimental errors, we find (for D ππ < 0) sin 2γ = 0.87 ± 1.45 , 0.59 ± 1.42 .
(6.17)
Recall that a value for sin 2γ gives four values for γ. Thus, it is clear that, within this method, present measurements place very few constraints on the value of γ. We now turn to the question of theoretical error. In relating the penguin amplitudes for B .) The leading-order SU(3)-breaking term is known with little error (f π /f K ), but the second-order effect is unknown. The size of this effect is estimated to be ∼ 5%. Thus, the total theoretical error in relating A ct to A ′ ct is between 8% (errors added in quadrature) and 15% (errors added linearly). Since the method involves the squares of the amplitudes, the theoretical error in Eq. (6.13) is between 15% and 30%.
What is the effect on the extraction of sin 2γ? Setting all experimental errors to zero, we consider a theoretical error of 20%. In this case we find sin 2γ = 0.87 ± 0.50 , 0.59 ± 0.50 .
(6.18)
The effect on sin 2γ is obviously very large. The reason is that sin 2γ depends oñ is indeed between 5% and 15% for all decay pairs, its effect on the extraction of CP phases cannot be predicted. It depends sensitively on the values found for the various measurements of the B decay pairs.
Conclusions
We have examined in detail a method for obtaining CP phase information from pairs of B decays. The method works as follows. Consider a decay B 0 → M 1 M 2 which involves ab →d penguin amplitude, and in which both B 0 and B 0 mesons can decay to M 1 M 2 . Now consider a second decay B ′ → M ′ 1 M ′ 2 , related to the first by flavor SU(3), which receives a significantb →s penguin contribution and which is dominated by a single amplitude. Using the fact that the two decays are related, one has enough information to extract CP phases from the measurements of the two decays. Depending on how one parametrizes the decay amplitudes, either α or γ can be obtained (assuming that β is independently measured).
There are two sources of theoretical error in this method. First, it may be necessary to neglect certain diagrams in order to find a decay pair related by SU(3). We neglect only amplitudes which are expected to be small (e.g. exchange, annihilation, color-suppressed electroweak penguins); only pairs for which this error is at most 10% are considered. Second, SU(3) breaking, which is typically O(m s /Λ QCD ) ∼ 25%, must be taken into account. We show that, in general, one can eliminate the leadingorder SU(3)-breaking effects, leaving only a second-order error ∼ 5%. This occurs in one of two ways. First, for certain decay pairs the leading-order effect depends only on (known) decay constants. Second, for those decays for which this effect depends on (unknown) form factors, there are several ways to proceed. One can measure the ratio of form factors, either in B or in D decays. Alternatively, by taking a double ratio of related SU(3) decays, the leading-order SU(3)-breaking effect cancels.
Our results are shown in Table 1 . We find twelve decay pairs to which this method can be applied. Some of these -B . CP-violating measurements of these latter decays will probably be made very soon.
